OPCOM Farm in Taoyuan Agri Expo 2018
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About the Taoyuan Agriculture Expo
Although the 2017 Taoyuan Agriculture Expo started with a soft-opening, it
has set an outstanding record in terms of number of participants in events of a
similar nature, capturing the attention of everyone in Taiwan! In upholding the
spirit of professionalism, efficiency and serving the public, Taoyuan City
Government has successfully challenged countless impossible missions to garner
recognition and support from the local communities, industries and the central
government! Looking ahead to the official opening of the 2018 Taoyuan
Agriculture Expo (TAE), the city government will encourage total public
participation and enhance the event’s international visibility through
developing the depth of local culture and demonstrating industry innovation.
The aim is to consolidate the strengths of Taoyuan to bridge the urban-rural gap
and promote smart agriculture in Taoyuan, thereby achieving the new vision of a
sustainable home and city!.
Please reference The Taoyuan Agriculture Expo News

Event of OPCOM Farm
OPCOM Farm is proud to present OPCOM hydroponic products at the Taoyuan
Agriculture Expo.

It is an event cooperative with TAE.

This is once again OPCOM

is committed educating students about healthy growth and new technology
hydroponics.
Special thanks to James who works in Readvision Co., LTD. Readvision Co.,
LTD is a company providing students to learn, develop and own five powers, these
are observing power, creativity, activity, ability to solve problems and ability to tell
stories in class.

Moreover, students also may learn about OPCOM’s technology

hydroponics from OPCOM STEM BOOK.

OPCOM STEM BOOK free download on

iBookstore and OPCOM Farm website. From the iBookstore, you can search for
the book by typing OPCOM into the search bar. Also, here is a link to the STEM
book on Apple iTunes as well: download and OPCOM STEM BOOK : download.
OPCOM Farm : Website Facebook
Readvision Co., LTD : Facebook
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GrowBox: Grow Any Plant with hydroponic grow system
For Class Room of School
The OPCOM Farm GrowBox is an all-in-one hydroponic growing system
designed for in-home gardening all year round. Easy to grow with an one touch AUTO
mode and featuring a table-top design, the GrowBox can help you grow clean, healthy
produce in the comfort of your own home. It is efficient, using 90% less water than
conventional outdoor gardening.

High-intensity LED grow lights creates sunlight- simulating full color spectrum that
helps plants thrive, ensuring the most efficient growth. GrowBox features an
Automated control system that manages lighting and water circulation, making
growing a breeze! It is an ideal for many settings , including the home, classroom, and
hospital.

The GrowBox comes fully equipped with seeds pack, pH management,

Nourishment and a measuring device so customers can begin growing immediately.
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GrowWall: Grow anywhere
For Class Room of School
The OPCOM Farm GrowWall is an all-in-one hydroponics growing system
designed for high yield in-home or commercial growing all year round. Featuring a
space-saving, vertical design, the GrowWall can grow a variety of vegetables and
herbs on five different levels, create a stunning visual display. In addition, with all its
living, breathing plants, it acts as a Bio-Air Refresher and provides negative ions and
fresh oxygen to the indoor space.

GrowWall is extremely efficient, using 90% less

water than conventional gardening. Sunlight simulating high-intensity LED lights
create the full color spectrum that helps plants thrive, ensuring the most efficient
growth. The Automated control system manages the lights and water circulation,
making growing a breeze. It is a good fit for many settings such as homes, offices,

schools, and hospitals.

Hydroponics is a subset of hydro culture and is a method of

growing plants using mineral nutrient solutions, in water, without soil.

Terrestrial

plants may be grown with their roots in the mineral solution only, or in an inert medium,
such as perlite or gravel.
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O2 Light: Table Garding
The OPCOM Farm O2 Light may be used as a great table top reading light with
an air refreshing fan.

It is an easy to operate auto hydroponic growing system that

provides a healthy reading environment. The product inspires students’ interests in
learning new generation Hydroponics planting methods and techniques.

Adjustable

dual line partition to fit any 2”-3”-4” standard pots. Use anything from the seedling
sponges to ceramic pots with vegetables or flowering plants. The optional 5” and 6”
transfer pot, that is designed to resize and transfer your larger plants on the O2-Light
as well.

The O2-Light is at an affordable price to match anyone’s budget, making it

the perfect gift for the health conscious friend and family member.

FUN from OPCOM Farmer in Taoyuan Agri Expo 2018
See more Pictures.
Students may understand from some information that how to plant the plants
with hydroponic grow system, and how the plants grow with hydroponic.

About Growwall
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About Growbox
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Buy GrowBox now →

Buy GrowWall now →

Buy O2 Light now →
Please invite OPCOM products →

